FAMILLE HUGEL
We are delighted to be offering the exceptional new range
from renowned Alsace producer Famille Hugel. Dating back
to 1639, the company is still family owned and produces a
fantastic range of wines, including their extraordinary plotspecific Grand Cru cuvée Schoelhammer. Berry Bros. & Rudd
is the first merchant to be able to offer Hugel’s new range of
Grossi Laüe wines, a classification that denotes their best
Grands Crus sites.
Not only is Hugel one of the oldest producers in Alsace
but they are also one of the most respected, with their
distinctive yellow labels standing for only the highest quality.
Today the estate is managed by three generations of the
Hugel family: Jean-Philippe (CEO), Marc (responsible for the
vineyards and winemaking) and the irrepressible
Etienne (Commercial Director).
Our Fine Wine Buying Director, Max Lalondrelle, visited
this charming family estate earlier in the year. “Alsace is
my favourite white wine region and it is heavily represented
in my private cellar. Having said that, and despite having
bought large quantities of Alsace wine for both myself and the
business, I had never until a few weeks ago set foot in the Hugel
winery. For me Hugel had always been a highly regarded
producer but one that was more geared for high-quality
commercial wines rather than the top-end elite. How wrong I
was! Visiting the winery with Etienne Hugel was a revelation
and, before I had even finished the tour, I found myself trying to
get an allocation of most of the range for Berry Bros. & Rudd.
While finishing the last drop of a small glass of 1976 Sélection
de Grains Nobles, I managed to negotiate an allocation and a
UK pre-release for their exciting new range.”
For most professionals, let alone consumers, Alsace is
complicated. Alongside the plethora of producers, some
bad, some good, it is often hard to decipher the quality of the
vineyard, let alone the producer, while also trying to determine
the dryness or sweetness of any given wine. With the customer
in mind, Hugel have redesigned their range to reflect the
different levels of quality in very simple and “international”
terms. Hugel first and foremost is an advocate of the dry
style of Alsace wine.

THE RANGE
The Classic range is a mixture of bought-in and estate-grown
grapes, designed for early everyday consumption – clearly
setting the tone for what’s to come.
The Estate range is, as the name would suggest, made from
fruitgrown on the estate and is designed for more serious shortto medium-term drinking.
The new Grossi Laüe range is made from their top Grands
Crus vineyards (Riesling from Schoenenbourg and
Gewürztraminer from Sporen).
Finally, the crème de la crème of their range is Schoelhammer,
which is on par with Trimbach’s great Clos St Hune. Made
from just 30 rows of vines within Schoenenbourg, a single plot
called Schoelhammer, only 4,288 bottles are made of their top
cuvée. (This wine will be sold on allocation, so please express
interest via email.)
Our Fine Wine team tasted through the range last week and
was extremely impressed by this exciting range of consistently
fine wines, showing great promise for the future.

finewine@bbr.com
01256 247 900
Prices are quoted by the case in bond
but exclusive of VAT and duty.

2014 Classic Riesling
Y0453B 

6 x 75cl bottles in bond

6

£57.00

Although an entry-level wine, this certainly doesn’t taste like it, setting the tone for the Hugel range.
Super clean with lots of energy and drive, there is plenty of zesty citric fruit and a hint of peach.
There’s lovely tension with a streak of fine, mineral acidity. Really rather good. Drink 2016-2019.
Martyn Rolph, Private Account Manager

2012 Estate Riesling
Y0454B 

6 x 75cl bottles in bond

6

£78.00

Offering more density and purity of fruit than the Classic cuvée, this displays flourishes of lime
cordial, a touch of pithy citrus fruit and – most excitingly – exotic fruit throughout the well-defined
and taut palate, complemented by not quite searing but firm, refreshing acidity. This is really
exemplary Riesling: you could set your watch by it. Drink 2016-2025+.
Gary Owen, Private Account Manager

2010 Grossi Laüe Riesling
Y0455B 

6 x 75cl bottles in bond

6

£198.00

This is the first ever vintage of Hugel’s Grossi Laüe Riesling (its previous incarnation was the Jubilee
Riesling). They have taken the opportunity of its name-change to dial the wine up more than a notch
or two. This is one of the most defined and purest Rieslings that I have tried for a considerable time. It
is clearly on a par with Trimbach’s Cuvée Frédéric Emile (up until now, my benchmark for all Riesling)
and its amazing, pure expression is a wonderful thing. Crystalline fruit and a lovely touch of peach
combines with the wisps of classic, petrol notes. This is five years old and yet tastes as though it was
made yesterday, and with this in mind I am predicting a long and glorious future, certainly 15 years
and possibly 20 years for this beauty of a wine. Drink 2016-2031+.
Matthew Tipping, Fine Wine Sales Manager
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2007 Schoelhammer Riesling
Y0460B 

6 x 75cl bottles in bond

6

£360.00

On allocation – please email to express interest
A new release in 2015, this superb dry Riesling is produced from Schoelhammer, a tiny historic
vineyard, ideally located in the heart of Schoenenbourg. A renowned source of fine, ageworthy
Rieslings, the 2007 Schoelhammer is no exception, an expression of the marl-rich terroir, it is
complex and suave in style, released after ageing in Famille Hugel’s cellars. The wine is starting to
reveal its personality now, but has great potential for the long term.
A very classical style of Riesling which is coming into its own and I suspect, given time and patience,
will give even more. The wine is fresh and lively with clean citrus notes of verbena and gooseberry
that bounce around on the palate. Perfectly balanced, it leaves the palate feeling refreshed and has
one of the most amazingly long finishes that just goes on and on. Drink 2015-2025+.
Ben Upjohn, Fine Wine Sales Manager

2010 Grossi Laüe Pinot Gris
Y0457B 

6 x 75cl bottles in bond

6

£186.00

Lovely aromas of white stone-fruit, peach, pear and apple blossom hits the nose. The palate is
rich and concentrated on the medium-plus-bodied side. The quality of this wine can be seen in the
textural quality of the palate, with a lovely density and viscosity, Williams pears in the foreground
with a tension, brightness and vibrancy that lasts throughout the spicy minute-long length. A very
expressive and serious Pinot Gris. Drink 2019-2030+.
Stuart Rae, Private Account Manager

2010 Grossi Laüe Gewürztraminer
Y0456B 

6 x 75cl bottles in bond

6

£168.00

‘’This could only be Gewürztraminer, with an explosive nose of lychees, rose petals, lily and mango
that jumps out of the glass. Don’t be fooled by the floral nature of the nose though, this has real
tension on the palate and is very refreshing, yet paradoxically has all the spicy weight you’d expect
from a Grand Cru site in all but name. This will develop over the next few years so no rush. Drink
2017 to 2025.’’
Fergus Stewart, Private Account Manager
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2010 Riesling Vendange Tardive
Y0458B 

6 x 75cl bottles in bond

6

£222.00

Limited availability
Attractive lemon in colour with green tinges, the nose is expressive with inviting aromas of bruised
apples and nectarines, alongside delicate floral characters of orange blossom and honeysuckle. Alive
on the palate with great energy, flavours of lovely, ripe stone-fruit, lemon meringues and red-apple
skin are complemented by a fresh gooseberry note. With slight viscosity, the mouth-feel is softly
textured, yet the remarkable balance of acidity and residual sugar (45g/l) completes this wine.
There is richness and concentration across the mid-palate but it does not appear at all flabby, its
tension held through to a long-lasting and rewarding finish. Tasty to enjoy now but will hold out in the
cellar through the following decade. Drink 2015-2025+.
Chris Lamb, Private Account Manager

2010 Selection de Grains Nobles ‘S’
Gewürztraminer
6 x 75cl bottles in bond

6

£600.00

Y0459H 12 x 37.5cl bottles in bond

6

£624.00

Y0459B 

Limited availability
Intense aromas of tinned lychees leap from the glass, leaving you in no doubt about which grape
variety this is made from. Very sweet on the palate, this is reminiscent of the syrup those tinned
lychees are in, but there is great acidity to keep the sweetness (139g/l residual sugar) in check.
Loads of exotic fruit notes, lychees, mango, papaya and guava are all there, plus some ripe pineapple
notes. A very special dessert wine, long and fine.
Chris Pollington, Private Account Manager
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Terms & Conditions
All wines are offered in bond, subject to remaining unsold, E. & O.E.
No Hidden Costs with Berry Bros. & Rudd. Please note that our
en primeur and in bond prices exclude VAT and Duty but include
shipping from the producers to our UK warehouse and then
onwards to your door within mainland UK.
All purchases of wines and spirits and other goods and services
from Berry Bros. & Rudd are subject to Berry Bros. & Rudd’s
standard terms of sale in addition to any terms stated in this
brochure. These terms and conditions can be viewed at www.bbr.
com/terms, by emailing your request to bbr@bbr.com or
by requesting a copy by telephoning 0800 280 2440. Calls may
be recorded.
You must be 18 or over to order.
Registered company 05492886. BB&R Limited, trading as
Berry Bros. & Rudd, 3 St James’s Street, London, SW1A 1EG. All
rights reserved.

